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Matagi Nagasa, My version of a Matagi Nagasa. Traditionally used as a general

purpose hunting/camp knife by Japanese hunters called Matagi. The blade is

6mm thick 52100 Carbon steel, differentially heat treated hence the very faint

"Hamon". The blade length is 225mm and a overall length of 345mm. Width is

45mm. The tapered full tang is constructed from Redbush with a black G10

bolster, stainless steel pins and a Black G10 Liner. The blade is hollow ground

up to about 5 to 6mm's from the edge where the rest of the edge then has a

convex grind in order to give it more "meat" behind the edge. The Matagi

Nagasa is complemented with a Rhodesian Teak sheath. R4800.00

Seller Info

Name: marcell de klerk

First Name: marcell

Last Name: de klerk

Country: South Africa

ZIP code: 0084

Address: 97the grove str

Phone: +27 (66) 212-3373

Listing details

Title: Matagi Nagasa

Price: R 4,800.00

Make: marcell de klerk

Model: Matagi Nagasa

Condition: Brand New

Description: My version of a Matagi Nagasa. Traditionally used

as a general purpose hunting/camp knife by Japanese

hunters called Matagi.
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The blade is 6mm thick 52100 Carbon steel,

differentially heat treated hence the very faint

"Hamon".

The blade length is 225mm and a overall length of

345mm. Width is 45mm. The tapered full tang is

constructed from Redbush with a black G10 bolster,

stainless steel pins and a Black G10 Liner. The blade

is hollow ground up to about 5 to 6mm's from the

edge where the rest of the edge then has a convex

grind in order to give it more "meat" behind the

edge.

The Matagi Nagasa is complemented with a

Rhodesian Teak sheath.

R4800.00

Phone: +27 (66) 212-3373

Email: mdk555@hotmail.co.uk

Address: 97the grove str

Country: South Africa

State/Region/Province:Gauteng

City: Pretoria

Reference Number: GUA120568
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